The Department of Philosophy invites you to the lecture series

Topics in the Philosophy of the Humanities and Social Sciences:

**The Category of the Human between Science and Society**

January 24, 1:30-3:10 (N15, 106)
**Silvia Sebastiani** (Paris)
"Humanization and Dehumanization within Enlightenment Debates: An Attempt to Contextualizing the Ape/Human Divide"

January 24, 3:30-5:10 (N15, 106)
**Marianna SzczygielSKa** and **Zsuzsanna Varga** (Budapest)
"Between Science and Show: Human Zoos in the 19th and 20th Centuries"

January 31, 1:30-5:10 (N15, 106)
Workshop on Dehumanization, with **Johannes Steizinger** (Vienna) on "Ideological and Psychological Dehumanization: The Case of National Socialism", **Helena Ivanov** (Oxford) on "Dehumanization in Genocide" and **Perica Jovchevski** (Budapest) on "Alienation as Subtle Dehumanization"

January 31, 5:30-7:00 (N15, 103)
**Thomas Brudholm** (Copenhagen)
"Dehumanization as Monstrification"

February 07, 1:30-3:10 (N15, 106)
**Magdalena Smieszek** (Budapest)
"The Categorized and the Categorical Human in Human Rights"

February 21, 1:30-3:10 (N15, 106)
**Rebekka Hufendiek** (Basel)
"The Essentialist Fallacy: Critical Theory and Naturalism"

February 28, 1:30-3:10 (N15, 106)
**David Ludwig** (Amsterdam)
"Why Race is Still Socially Constructed"

March 07, 1:30-3:10 (N15, 101)
**Eszter Timár** (Budapest)
"Celebrating Biodeconstruction"

All events are open to the public.

For more see: [https://philosophy.ceu.edu/tophss](https://philosophy.ceu.edu/tophss)

Funded by the CEU Humanities Initiative.